CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: 10 Spot, Inc.
Reviewer: Billie-jo Naysmith
Date: 3/27/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,447

91.87%

GENERAL COMMENTS
Owner has owned/operated Santa Ana adult use retailer location - 420 Green Street adult use and medicinal, as well
as The 10 Spot, Inc. in Santa Ana - adult use retailer. Owned/operated Oregon cannabis business as well. Also owns
Kush Bottles, an ancillary cannabis packaging company. Santa Ana license was verified; 420 Green Spot has been
applied for but not yet approved.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

710

94.67%

Experience
Owner has owned/operated Santa Ana adult use retailer location - 420 Green Street adult use and medicinal, as well
as The 10 Spot, Inc. in Santa Ana - adult use retailer. Owned/operated Oregon cannabis business as well. Also owns
Kush Bottles, an ancillary cannabis packaging company. Santa Ana license was verified; 420 Green Spot has been
applied for but not yet approved.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Vast experience in California cannabis; applicant owns two additional regulated cannabis businesses as well as an
ancillary cannabis business.

Ownership Team
Applicant is the sole owner; plans to be very active in day to day operations however, he is also involved in the day to
day operations of other permitted cannabis businesses.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

474

90.29%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Extensive SOPs for retail storefront and delivery.

Financial Plan
Financial plan includes a five year proforma, estimated construction costs and other startup costs.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Application includes sufficient proof of capitalization, including bank statements, for over six months of operating
costs.

Records Software
Applicant intends to utilize REDACTED for the track and trace system as well as internal
application included SOPs for records retention.

REDACTED

Track-and-Trace
Application includes extensive procedures related to the compliance of the track and trace system.

State Testing Requirements
Details were provided, but not SOPs.

Employee Training
Application includes a variety of well-thought out training for employees.
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The

Customer Education
Three categories of consumer education: content, manner and outreach.

Marketing
Marketing appears to be compliant; focused on traditional and digital marketing.

Community Benefits
Applicant plans to ensure a LEED-EB compliant building, employ local residents, provide tax revenue, partner with
Union Street to employ local residents experiencing homelessness, partner with Ability First, Outward Bound
Adventures, Boys and Girls Club of Pasadena, rectify social inequities by offering free legal assistance to those trying
to get cannabis convictions overturned, partner with several local businesses for security, repair, and banking
services.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

129

86.00%

Exterior Design Concept
"10 Spot is particularly excited about the ways that it can integrate the artistic and cultural history of Pasadena into
both the exterior and interior of its business locations." Will incorporate art into the design.

Design Concept Integration
Applicant provided several example of design integration, including some visuals. Focused on Spanish Colonial,
trendier contemporary designs, and the structure and physicality of the building.

Integration of Security Measures
Additional section at the end of the business plan articulated plans for aesthetically pleasing physical security
integration.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Will include industry best practices for carbon filtration and HVAC.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

134

89.33%

Security Experience
Will utilize Matthew Carroll - Paladin Private Security. Application provided a variety of examples of the types od
driver education training to be provided.

Background Checks
Applicants will employ a third party company to conduct pre-employment background checks.

Employee Safety Education
Employee safety training, product safety training, managing unusual occurrences, burglary prevention and
management, robbery prevention and management.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
The application highlighted both internal and external theft reduction measures, to include deliveries.

Cash Management Plan
Applicant plans to utilize a drop safe, burglary resistant safe for after hours.

Product Access Protocols
REDACTED

All cannabis will be stored in a secure area after business hours.
Product Deliveries
Applicants will incorporate a secure loading area for the delivery of cannabis from distributors. Distributors will not
be allowed access to the licensed premises.
Security Guards
REDACTED

will be on duty during business hours, and

will be on duty after hours.

REDACTED

REDACTED

Video Camera Surveillance
Included very detailed plan for surveillance and physical security integration, including some visuals.

Armored Vehicle
California Metropolitan Patrol will provide armored car services.
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10Spot Pasadena
Executive Summary
10Spot is growing, vertically integrated commercial cannabis company based in Southern
California that seeks to bring is reputation for quality and customer service to the residents of
Pasadena.
Premiering it first retail location in Santa Ana in 2017 to rave critical and customer reviews, it has
been one success after another as we have begun to expand into more and more corners of the
cannabis market. Our success has been so stellar in Santa Ana that we are adding an additional
retail location, a distribution operation, and a manufacturing facility. Knowing how difficult even
one license has been to obtain in the highly-competitive application process of Santa Ana,
obtaining a total of four licenses as we have speaks volumes of our compliance operations, and
professionalism.
10Spot wants to bring that same level of integrity to Pasadena for several reasons. We believe
that Pasadena has a strong market potential and unmet need for recreational and medicinal
adult-use sales, ensuring our success. We believe Pasadena shares many similar cultural, political,
and social characteristics as Santa Ana, aligning much with our own. We believe that the City of
Pasadena is approaching local licensing the best way possible and will be a cooperative partner
to our business, not a burden. We believe Pasadena contains many opportunities for 10Spot to
give back in tangible and meaningful ways.
10Spot seeks to establish a recreational and medicinal retail operation in Pasadena, with
including auxiliary delivery services. 10Spot will be apply for an Adult-Use Storefront Retail and a
Medical Storefront Retail license from the California Bureau of Cannabis Control.
10Spot believes that it would truly be an asset for business, the community, and the City of
Pasadena. Going beyond just the attraction that out excellent and compliant reputation for retail
operations will yield, 10Spot will provide an incredible number of community enhancements that
we believe will come to define our business.
First are the monetary benefits that City will reap for our operation, which manifests in three
ways: 1) the direct tax revenue that will through the sales of our products; 2) the alleviation of
city service demands from our hiring of local and disadvantaged residents; and 3) the auxiliary
support and revenue generated from the business interactions we will have with local vendors
and that employees will engage in. Between these sources, the City stands to take in significant
additional resources.
Second are the direct and tangible investments we will make to local community organizations
and initiatives. We have many contacts in Pasadena that we have held discussions with to find
out what issues that were facing the City were most important, as well as researching what issues
the City and community is dedicating the most resources to. Our community engagement plan
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spans everything from public education on cannabis to homeless services support to
environmental and sustainability efforts. Often times these issue areas intersect and working
within one alleviates some additional facet of another. The ways in which we support these
organizations is dependent on that organizations needs. The exact initiatives and support
methods we will be undertaking are extrapolated in the attendant application to the City’s
satisfaction.
Another major piece of the 10Spot Pasadena puzzle is the integration of our retail location with
the cultural and architectural landscape of the neighborhood that ultimately ends up being host
to our property. The biggest guiding point for 10Spot in this was the City’s Land Use Element and
Master Plan. We wanted to fully capture the essence of the City’s design as best as possible given
that no location has yet been determine. The City should find that that capture is complete and
adequate to demonstrate the serious with which we take design and neighborhood integration.
Lastly, 10Spot has always taken security extremely seriously. Security measures have been
created and implemented by a highly-experienced security with many years of professional law
enforcement practice and have been further been codified and refined at 10Spot Santa Ana over
the years. What is more, these security measures have been integrated to such an extent to be
hardly noticeable by customer in their shopping experience, which a part of why we have such
high customer reviews. Security is among the most important concerns for us, and believe our
plan fully covers all our bases and then some.
All in all, 10Spot has a tremendous amount that it brings to the City of Pasadena. Our experience,
our care for customers, our engagement with the community, our collaborative attitude, our
commitment to compliance, and the partnerships we intend to foster all make us stand out
among applicants.
We welcome the City’s thorough review of our application and trust that they will be as eager for
us to with them as we are.

Regards,
Your friends at 10Spot
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DocuSign Envelope ID: D0A15516-AB50-44DF-A8D0-4E8D766AA1A5

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity: 10 Spot Inc.
Ownership %: 100

Phone Number: 562-822-8316

Organizational Structure: CORPORATION

Email: jay@highergradeventures.com

Authorized Agent: WeCann Consulting

Title: Consultant

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

JEFFREY MENG

Title: PRESIDENT / CEO

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth:
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

Email:

Page 1 of 3
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ZIP Code

DocuSign Envelope ID: D0A15516-AB50-44DF-A8D0-4E8D766AA1A5

Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Date:

1/31/2019

JEFFREY MENG

Page 3 of 3
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

JEFFREY

MENG
Last

Mailing
Address:

F

First

Date of birth:
M.I.

REDACTED
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

REDACTED

REDACTED

City

Phone:

REDACTED

State

562-822-8316

Email: jay@highergradeventures.com

Page 1 of 3
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ZIP Code
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Ownership % 100%

Title: PRESIDENT / CEO
Current Employer: SELF-EMPLOYEED

Social Security No. REDACTED

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency: PLEASE
Description of
business:

SEE ENCLOSURE

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Date:

1/31/2019

JEFFREY MENG

Page 3 of 3
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ENCLOSURE FOR SECTION C-1: OTHER LICENSED CANNABIS BUSINESSES
FACILITY 1 –Santa Ana:
a) Licensure of the facility:
This has operated as a Medicinal retail location since 2017 and is now also recreational.
Temporary Adult -Use Retail License, Valid 7/30/2018 through 07/25/2019
A10-18-0000097-Temp: 420 Green Street Adult-Use Temporary License
*Annual has been applied for, pending.Temporary Medicinal Retail License, Valid
7/30/2018 through 07/25/2019
M10-17-0000095-Temp: 420 Green Street Medicinal Retail Temporary License
*Annual has been applied for, pending. Sellers Permit SR EA 102-738453: 420 Green
Street Sellers Permit Certificate of Occupancy No. 80420191: 420 Green Street
Certificate of Occupancy
b) Address of the facility:
3242 S Halladay St.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
FACILITY 2 –Santa Ana:
a)Licensure of the facility:
This is a recreation only retail operation, licensed in 2018.
Temporary Adult -Use Retail License, Valid 12/28/2018 through 07/26/2019
C10-18-0000266-TEMP: The 10 Spot Inc.Adult-Use Temporary License.
b) Address of the facility:
2700 Shannon St. South
Santa Ana, CA 92704
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

10 Spot Pasadena

Application for
Retail Commercial Cannabis Business License
City of Pasadena
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SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS AND OPERATORS
EXPERIENCE AND BIOGRAPHY OF OWNERS (450 POINTS)

Demonstrate the business OWNER'S experience in owning, managing and operating the type of cannabis
business for which the license is being sought. For the purposes of this section, OWNER means the State
definition of owner in the State Business and Professions Code 26001 AND all persons, companies, or entities
that will be directing, controlling, and/or managing the day-to-day operations of the business. Evidence that
prior experience was from legally permitted activities.

Jay Meng, President
Jeffrey Meng, President/Director of Retail, 10 Spot, Inc., founded Kush Bottles in 2010 (NASDAQOTH:
KSHB). The company is the nation’s largest and most respected distributor of packaging and ancillary
products for the Cannabis industry, serving over 4000 locations and boating REDACTED in sales in
2017. Kush Bottles has created one of the largest product libraries in the cannabis industry, with
distribution serving North America, South America and Europe. They are recognized as the industry’s
gold standard for responsible, customized branding and packaging in this rapidly accelerating
REDACTED
industry. In Q2 of 2018, Kush Bottles reported revenues increased
year-over-year to
approximately REDACTED for the quarter. Kush Bottles was founded in Santa Ana and has been a
pillar for the cannabis community, as a reliable, professional partner that helps these newly licensed
shops become established retailers. The company’s policy is to promote high standards of integrity
by conducting its affairs honestly, ethically, and in accordance with government laws, rules and
regulations.
Mr. Meng has over a decade of experience in the emerging medical marijuana retail and distribution
industry and is considered an expert in the field. He has worked in every position in marijuana
dispensaries, from sales associate to owner, and therefore is an expert of on best practices in retail
cannabis operations all-around. Having operated multiple successful cannabis retail businesses, he
has both a big-picture and small-detail understanding of what it takes to run a successful and
compliant operation. His success is widely recognized throughout the industry, and his reputation for
partnering with struggling retail operations to significantly boost profitability, viability, and
compliance has him in high demand as the CEO of 10 Spot Management, Inc. 10 Spot Management’s
focus is on managing the retail operations of their clients. Mr. Meng has personally delivered his retail
management consulting services to over 100 retail locations throughout Southern California.
Additionally, Mr. Meng has significant experience in other non-retail aspects of the industry, including
leadership and board positions in several cultivation facilities throughout Southern California. He
knows exactly what to look for in making determinations about raw products and their quality, being
about to sniff out strains and impurities in one go.
Locally, Mr. Meng has implemented standard operating procedures and profit and loss strategies for
an existing Santa Ana dispensary, currently operating under the 10 Spot brand, located at 3242 S.
Halladay St., Unit 101., Santa Ana CA 92704. The business license for this dispensary is owned by 420
Green Street, which has contracted 10 Spot Management to take full control of its operations in the
interest of maximizing profitability and other measures of a successful cannabis retail business. Under
Mr. Meng’s management, this location became one of the busiest dispensaries in Santa Ana within a
matter of months, seeing over 400 patients a day on average.
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Jeff has also played a significant role with building and scaling retail operations with revenues
exceeding
His intimate knowledge of the day to day operations in this
REDACTED
industry has allowed him to work with some of the most reputable and leading brands in the field.
Jay specializes in taking businesses to the next level with implementing standard operating
procedures and profit and loss strategies.
Jay is the owner/operator of several other cannabis businesses in Southern California. These include
the following:
FACILITY 1 – Santa Ana:
a) Licensure of facility:
This has operated as a Medicinal retail location since 2017 and is now also recreational.
Temporary Adult -Use Retail License, Valid 7/30/2018 through 07/25/2019 A10-18-0000097Temp: 420 Green Street Adult-Use Temporary License
*Annual has been applied for, pending.
Temporary Medicinal Retail License, Valid 7/30/2018 through 07/25/2019 M10-17-0000095Temp: 420 Green Street Medicinal Retail Temporary License
*Annual has been applied for, pending.
Sellers Permit SR EA 102-738453: 420 Green Street Sellers Permit
Certificate of Occupancy No. 80420191: 420 Green Street Certificate of Occupancy
b) Address of facility:
3242 S Halladay St
Santa Ana, CA 92705
c) Overview of the facility:
10 Spot is Santa Ana’s premier top shelf marijuana retail location.
The 10 Spot can assist both medical marijuana patients and recreational cannabis users over
the age of 21 years old in-person and by phone. Our menu is available online at our website
or WeedMaps, where customers can place an order or they can call us at 1-800-TEN-SPOT to
order.
Our dispensary offers a generous selection of connoisseur-quality marijuana products. We
currently have hundreds of designer marijuana products by top vendors like Heavy Hitters,
Kurvana, and Kiva. We also specialize in customers all concentrate, edible and accessory
needs!
Our location operates in full compliance with Santa Ana’s Measure BB, and both California
Proposition 215 and Proposition 64. We provide a customer experience that is design to put
customer at ease and make the most of cannabis experience, in store and at home!
FACILITY 2 – Santa Ana:
a) Licensure of Facility:
This is a recreation only retail operation, licensed in 2018.
Temporary Adult -Use Retail License, Valid 12/28/2018 through 07/26/2019 C10-180000266-TEMP: The 10 Spot Inc. Adult-Use Temporary License.
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b) Address of facility:
2700 Shannon St. South
Santa Ana, CA 92704

c) Description of facility:

This 10 Spot location will be an all-encompassing adult-use facility. The different units will
include the retail section (as has been applied for), as well as sections that handle
Manufacturing and Distribution. All three of these license types play to Mr. Meng’s
established strengths in the industry.
We have pursued Phase 2 licensure for the retail unit at this time because of the readiness
and quick timeline we feel is feasible in getting it operational. The additional commercial
cannabis aspects have been applied for at the Phase 1 level, and we are currently applying
for Phase 2 as the build out and operational process comes into focus.
The creation of an integrated business like this holds many advantages and will fully
capitalize on Mr. Meng’s experience in these corners of the industry, as well as the other
partners joining him in the endeavor.
We expect all units to be fully operational and licensed by the end of 2019. From there, we
can build further on 10 Spot’s reputation as provide of tightly-controlled and quality-assured
cannabis product.

CANNABIS INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE (250 POINTS)

Overall knowledge of the cannabis industry (as demonstrated throughout the screening application),
including identification of how industry best practices and state regulations have been incorporated in
existing/prior legal business outside the City of Pasadena.

The entirety of our application covers immense ground in terms of our knowledge base and that
knowledge is exuded in every section provided. Where appropriate, the industry best practices, the
local regulations, and the state regulations are discussed to the extent that they underly the
procedures and measures that will be put into place in all facets of our operation.

OWNERSHIP TEAM (50 POINTS)

Describe the involvement of the ownership team in day-to-day operation of the business. “Owner” is defined
based on the State definition of owner; see State Business and Professions Code 26001.

Jeff Meng will be the only owner and operator of 10 Spot Pasadena, and will dedicate as much time,
energy, and resources to it as needed to ensure its success. Mr. Meng’s creation of a global company
in Kush Bottles, his counsel in navigating a plethora of national, state, and local regulations, his
obsession with quality control, and his assistance in managing two retail locations prime him to
venture into his own fully conceptualized retail cannabis operation. To him, there is no better place
to do so than Pasadena.
The two current 10 Spot retail locations are owned and operator by Jeff with a split among other
people for their knowledge and responsibility share in the operation of these locations. They brought
with them a range of abilities and networks that assisted in making them as successful as they have
been. Indeed, the retail 10 Spot Santa Ana location has a rating of 4.8/5 based on nearly 2, 500
reviews. This level of customer satisfaction demonstrates the extensive business acumen and
cannabis knowledge that Jay brought to the table. This location is managed with two other
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individuals, from whom Jay as learned a great deal about the recreational and medicinal retail sector
of the industry.
Not one to be complacent in the face of a great and challenging opportunity, Mr. Meng sees Pasadena
as market much like Santa Ana and is ecstatic to bring the brand and its reputation to the residents
of Pasadena. The opportunity would enable Mr. Meng to incorporate all his prior experiences into a
singular location, giving him the auteur capability to bring his own vision to life.
As the sole owner and operator, Mr. Meng will be on location nearly every day for the majority of the
times the location is open. No stranger to the work it takes to get a business going, he will grow the
10 Spot brand to exceed even the stellar rating the Santa Ana location has. In achieving such, he will
undertake the following tasks of day-to-day operations in Pasadena:
• Open and prepare the store for the day’s business
• Perform the morning inventory and sales review
• Stock and restock product from the Storage Area to the Sales Floor
• Manage any questions, concerns, or complaints for the previous day’s operation
• Review billings, invoices, payments, financials, and accounting
• Meet with staff and security personnel
• Meet with vendors and potential vendors on product performance and product offerings
• Work the Sales Floor by talking with employees and customers, and addressing any questions
and concerns
• Complete and oversee the delivery of product
• Update Track-and-Trace records at every step of product moving and handling process
This list is in no way comprehensive but demonstrates the commitment the Mr. Meng has to role as
a sole owner in a retail cannabis operation. He has learned the most effective and efficient methods
for the completion of these tasks through his years at 10 Spot Santa Ana.
Mr. Meng is dedicated to the success of 10 Spot Pasadena and knows the best way to ensuring that
success is his ubiquitous and deep presence in every step of the operation.
Points Available
Experience

Cannabis
Industry
Knowledge

450

250
Ownership Team
50
Total
750

Points Deserved
Building a multi-national company in the cannabis space, serving on boards of
multiple others, and creating one of the most successful brands in Orange
County that engages in multiple activities from scratch warrants all 450 points.
450
Even those who have spent as many years in the business as Mr. Meng have
not had the level of success he has had, success only possible with solid and
adaptive knowledge of all sections of the industry. That is shown through our
application.
250
Mr. Meng will be heavily involved in all steps of the business operation.
50
Based on the above information, we anticipate all 750 points in this Section.
750
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Pages 21 - 56 Redacted

Subsection B (Community Benefits)
Community Benefits (250 Points)

The business will further the City Council’s goal to support and promote the quality of life and local economy
through a community engagement plan that demonstrates an understanding of the community, its values
and unique aspects, and how the business will integrate into the community. The plan will address:
1. How the business seeks to ensure that persons most harmed by cannabis criminalization and poverty
through a share in the ownership, management, employment or other benefits resulting in high quality,
well-paying jobs and/or other benefits.
2. How the business includes work with local non-profits and other community groups such as youth
development and educational programs. Pasadena non-profits (or those that serve Pasadena) are preferred.
3. How the business includes partnerships with existing Pasadena businesses (e.g., procurement of goods
and services from local businesses).

The provision of community benefits for new cannabis businesses in Pasadena is one of the more
exciting aspects of our application. We welcome the opportunity to present to the City the ways in
which we intend to give back to the community and having operated many different cannabis
businesses in different cities, we consider our efforts in this area to be among our strongest suits.
Noted previously, we operate multiple cannabusinesses in Santa Ana, Lake Elsinore, Moreno Valley,
and Palm Springs, and across the state of Oregon including the most heavily populated metropolitan
areas like Portland, Eugene, and Salem. In California, a great deal of the community benefits that
have been borne out in the cities we locate in are local hiring, water and energy efficiency and
sustainability, social equity, community education programs, and a variety of initiative and
organization support for locally-focused problems. These same types of efforts have been replicated
in Oregon cities, which has partly why we have been so successful in obtaining over 25 licenses across
the state.
When proposing a location in a new city and the ways in which we can benefit that community, not
only do we commit to helping alleviate some of the broader problems that affect every city, but also
research the issues that are very specific to the community we are contemplating.
We intend to describe how we seek to tackle these broader problems and what they are, and then
address areas that are specific to Pasadena.
Additionally, 10 Spot will have designated Community Relations Specialist and a 24hour emergency
contact person for any and all issues arising from the operations of our business and how those
issues can best be addressed. The contact information for both of these people will be provided to
businesses in the surrounding area.
General
Environmental
With the world facing an onslaught of environmental problems, California – understanding its
vulnerability on several fronts (drought, coast line disappearance, brown-outs, etc.) – has taken the
forefront among U.S. states in enacting measures to slow and halt the more catastrophic effects of
the changing global environment. The State, and some localities, have built in requirements
regarding energy use and water use, but offer little beyond that. 10 Spot has its own ideas to
implement that include water and energy reductions and go much farther than that.
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In some prior instances of licensure where we were construction of our own building was required,
we had the opportunity to incorporate elements that would qualify the building as LEED Certified
under the New Construction criteria. Since we will highly likely be taking over an existing building in
Pasadena, we do not have that option. However, the U.S. Green Building Council offers a LEEDExisting Building option, or LEED-EB. LEED-EB largely calls for building retrofits and offsets to the
existing building structure to conserve resource and offset carbon output. For the Pasadena property
we obtain, we plan to retrofit and redesign the building along the following lines to gain the
minimum of 40 points to make our building LEED Certified.
LEED Compliant Action
Environmentally sensitive
impact landscaping

Points LEED Compliant Action
low 1
Sustainable Item and Material
Purchasing (supplies, equipment,
products, etc.)
Reduce employee single automobile 4
Solid Waste Audit and Management
trips by 15% via promotion of carpools,
Plan
mass transit, biking, etc.
25% water use reduction through low- 4
Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Control
flow fixtures
75% reduction in landscape water use by 3
Green Cleaning Commitment
using drought resistant flora
ASHRAE Level II Energy Audit
2
Daylight Maximization
Continuous Energy Use Performance 3
Continuous
Occupant
Comfort
Tracking
Surveying
Renewable
Energy 6
LEED Audit
Purchases/Generation
Total
and

Points
5
5
4
2
1
1
1
42

These point accruing measures are in addition to required measures that we must have in place,
such as automatic fixture shutoffs, energy management and reduction plan, energy efficiency
measures, and solid waste recycling. This easily places us in the LEED-EB Certified category, with
great potential for additional improvements once the LEED Audit is complete. These measures
significantly reduce the total environmental drain and cost that our business would otherwise have,
and are relatively easy to implement since we will be performing renovations anyway.
As time goes on and our monitoring and auditing plans yield results, we will be in an even more
desirable position to make efficient and effective changes in our operation in the future to further
cut our environmental impact.
Local Hiring, Wages, and Benefits
One of the biggest benefits we have been able to offer the community that we move into has been
our local hiring practices. In every city we have opened a cannabis facility in, we have made
tremendous efforts to hire candidates that live locally, with a hire at a roughly 80% across all our
locations in California and Oregon.
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In 2010, at the height of Great Recession, Pasadena faced an unemployment rate of 11.8%, only .4
percentage points lower than the rest of California. The cannabis industry presents a unique
opportunity for quality and solid jobs for city residents and are somewhat insulated from the effects
of a recession. The industry related to cannabis is alcohol (regulations and intoxicating effects),
which was not hit nearly as hard as other industry in the last recession. Thus, by opening the number
of cannabusinesses in Pasadena that are intended, more jobs can be retained in the city, stabilizing
employment and being less of a drag on city resources in harsher economic conditions. This case is
made all the stronger if these jobs are given to residents of the city.
10 Spot thus intends to hire at least 80% of its staff from those that live in Pasadena. We intend to
reach out to these potential job candidates through a number of resources. The Pasadena
Community Job Center is the most pertinent tool for us to utilize in accomplishing this task. The
Pasadena Community Job Center (PCJC) connects local unemployed residents with open positions
across a broad array of industries. In working with them, we have high hopes of attracting some
great talent from the local candidate pool and provide them a path to gainful employment.
Additionally, Union Station Homeless Services does a truly phenomenal job in helping match those
who are the most downtrodden with sustainable and long-lasting chances at success. Workers at
Union Station take on those staying under their roof and go all the way in connecting them
employers that have open opportunities. As a burgeoning business, we will have several open
opportunities that Union Station can help fill while providing a higher social good at the same time.
Little prior experience will be required for most applicants, as we will provide all the training needed,
and allowing a wide berth of candidate to be eligible.
If neither of these services are able to help us find viable and in-need candidates, we will turn to any
number of local private employment agencies to find more local candidate, though we doubt it will
come to that point. Little prior experience will be required for most applicants.
Additionally, in instances were qualified candidates cannot be found that live in the city for the
higher-level jobs (assistant manager, director of marketing, etc.), we will incentivize those hires to
move to Pasadena via moving assistance and a bonus. This incentive helps meet three goals we have
for 10 Spot Pasadena: 1) create a sense of community among our employees so they feel more
invested in our success, 2) more easily build rapport with customers, and 3) shorten commutes for
environmental and productivity reasons. Additionally, this will add to City revenues through
property taxes.
We will provide quality jobs to local residents, offering high comparative wage rates and a number
of auxiliary benefits. In 2019, the Pasadena minimum wage hiked to $12.00 (higher than the federal
by $3.75), and this equals $24,960.00 for a forty-hour work week on an annual basis. This will serve
as our base point to show the increase above minimum wage that we will be paying our employees.
The lowest level on our employee payroll will be a Sales Associate/Budtender, who will be paid a
rate of REDACTED per annum. That rate is ~150% of the Pasadena’s minimum wage annual rate,
allowing our employees to be in a better position to afford a lifestyle they can enjoy. These wages
will be revised and upped accordingly in July 2019, when the City’s minimum wage increases to
$13.25 an hour.
Additionally, we will provide employees with numerous benefits, such as medical and dental
insurance, continuing education opportunities, advanced on-the-job training, and retirement
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account management. We would like to point out the importance of the training and continuing
education opportunities that here. Not only are hires being trained on boarder soft skills like
communication, customer service, accounting/mathematics, and business, but are also gaining
valuable experience in rapidly expanding industry that could easily lead into other jobs. Employees
receive a full education on cannabis products that, along with the broader job skills, make our hires
primed for success down the road.
Further, we will provide educational tuition assistance for employee that decides to pursue more
formal education in fields related to our industry, such as horticulture and business management.
Like every location we have, we invest in our employees to raise their level of success all throughout
their life from the tangibles like a livable paycheck to the knowledge that will last all through their
career.
Tax Revenue
The expansion of any business within a city’s boundaries almost always benefits that city’s budget
and fiscal outlook, mainly through increased tax revenue (property taxes and sales taxes). Businesses
in the cannabis field, in particular, have tremendous potential to be a boon for cities, especially on
the front-end of product creation. The City of Pasadena has set a sales tax rate of ~6%.
It is often noted in the press the tax windfall that often awaits municipalities that lift restrictions on
cannabis businesses. The narrative presented here general holds true, and states like Colorado and
Washington have continued to flourish with each loosening of marijuana regulation. We, on the
other hand, need only look in our own backyard in Los Angeles County to see how tax revenues have
actually played out for cities, and what Pasadena can expect.
The City of Los Angeles, a mere few miles from Pasadena and with a somewhat similar economic and
demographic profile and tax scheme, has allowed medical marijuana dispensaries to open and
operate in its boundaries on a surprisingly strict basis. Despite this, the City took in $8.6 million dollar
in tax revenue from medical marijuana dispensaries for the three years between 2011 and 2013. In
the City of Long Beach, still in its infancy for permitting marijuana business, has projections of a $13
million dollar tax revenue from sales. These levels of tax revenue are not something to be regarded
dismissively, and the City of Pasadena can reasonably expect $10 million additional revenue from
cannabis businesses opening in the city, if not more.
Pasadena Specific
Homelessness – Union Street
In talking with people that live and work in Pasadena, and doing our own research, homelessness
emerged as one of the largest problems the community faces. Several government initiatives have
been undertaken and multiple organizations have filled the gaps in care and support. Among these
organization, and at the top of the tier in its services, is Union Station Homeless Services. Union
Station Homeless Services (USHS) treats those in need with tremendous respect and seek to serve
the individual holistically – literally “rebuilding lives” as they themselves say. Among the services
offered include providing temporary housing, assistance in finding permanent housing, counseling,
career development, and job search matching. This spectrum of services truly gets at the heart of
homelessness and its causes, and thereby prove themselves to be an invaluable to the community.
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There are multiple ways that we will be working with USHS. Most tangibly, we will coordinate with
USHS in finding job candidates to fill the open positions we will have at our Pasadena retail location.
Obtaining employment is easily among the most important rungs in the ladder to getting people out
of homelessness. A partnership with USHS will be beneficial for us, the organization, the individual,
the community, the City in this regard, as the benefits of providing a quality job to homeless client
are innumerable. Beyond this, USHS requires other forms of assistance to continue fulfilling its
mission as adequately as it has been. Our further support will manifest itself in two ways:
voluntarism and financial support. Our employees will be paid for 40 hours a year of volunteer work,
which we will encourage to be done at USHS. Our financial support of USHS will take the form of a
monthly donation to the organization, direct in whatever way they desire.
Health – Ability First
Ability First is another organization we intend to support through volunteerism. Ability First works
with adults and children that face physical and intellectual disability challenges so that they can live
as autonomously as possible. Ability First strengthens and cultivates skills that give participants the
tools to successfully navigate all aspects of life, build social connections, and become independent
They also help participants at all levels with employment preparation and training and experience
to even better assist them in the managing life on their own and accomplish their goals.
Volunteers for 10 Spot can assist in the job training of participants of Ability First for customer
service, interpersonal communication, and professionalism in broad retail environments. Naturally,
this training will be provided in accordance with the wishes of Ability First and will not include any
information specific to cannabis. Our providing of this general retail skill training is a great service to
these individuals and to their potential. We greatly look forward to working with them.
Youth Development Educational – Outward Bound Adventures
One organization we are particular excited to be supporting is Outward Bound Adventures. This
organization is at the intersection of two issues very important to us: environmental protection and
under-privileged youth development. Outward Bound Adventures is an organization that aims to
serve at-risk youth with deep experiential learning in natural environmental settings. Their goal is to
use “the wilderness, urban communities and classroom settings to teach youth and families about
the natural world by engaging them in long-term outdoor initiatives and environmental learning
activities that promote self-mastery, accountability, health and community service.” There is so
much that immersing these youths in natural surroundings can provide – education, meaning,
physical health determination, and environmental stewardship. Such a confluence of positive effects
makes Outward Bound Adventures one of the best organizations in Pasadena to support.
Our efforts here will take the form of significant monthly financial contributions to keep this program
going as long as possible. We will further work with them to create a venue where horticultural and
botanical sciences can be integrated into the education experiences that are offered.
Youth Development Social – Boys and Girls Club of Pasadena
Another organization that 10 Spot is jubilant to be offer a measure of support to is the Boy and Girls
Club of Pasadena. Once again, this is an organization whose scope and quality of services is
unmatched. Ranging from encouraging community service to instilling character to teaching healthy
habits to ensuring academic success, the Boys and Girls Club builds the successful citizens of
tomorrow. The great many services that they provide come at no cost to those who utilize them,
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and they have a specific focus on the more under-privileged youths in the community. These early
interventions of support across academic, social, and health categories even the resource playing
field at an age when they are needed most, leading to sustained successful habits in the decades to
come.
We plan talk with the program managers at the Boys and Girls Club to determine where our support
can be most helpful, either volunteering or donating or both. This is due only to the large swath of
services that the Boys and Girls Club provides and we want to ensure we are helping in the most
effective and efficient way.
Social Equity
Mentioned in the Local Hiring section, we will make a concerted effort to reach those who face
economic adversity as the first of those we want hire. In coordinating with two local organizations
that work with those facing poverty and homeless, we will have two direct lines to pools of
candidates in need of a steady, high-quality job that provides an array of benefits.
Left out here, however, is how we intend to help those who have been affected by prior cannabis
convictions. A conviction for a minor crime such as cannabis possession can have heavy and life-long
impacts on an individual, preventing them gain decent employment, and setting them on a path of
poverty and social assistance.
As an entity forming in the cannabis space, we have the opportunity to help rectify some of those
injustices to a degree. Undoubtedly, those in poorer communities and communities of color have
been the most impacted by these convictions and have bared more impacts from those convictions.
We will look passed these convictions in our hiring process and explicitly state in job postings that
we will accept applicants with prior misdemeanor cannabis convictions. However, we do know that
employees will eventually leave us, and other employers may not be as lenient in their hiring.
Recently, the State passed a law that streamlined the ability for individuals to overturn cannabis
convictions and give them a fresh start (AB 1753), but the process is very new and likely remain hard
to navigate without legal representation and understanding. Thus, with the number of people that
have legal knowledge surrounding cannabis, we will offer free legal assistance in navigating this new
process to get employees convictions overturned and expunged. This will be an invaluable benefit
to help employees further ensure their success in the future and open up wider career options for
them.
Existing Business Partnerships
Being an established brand across Southern California, 10 Spot has a large number of existing
relationships with all manner of cannabis businesses – cultivators, manufactures, distributors, and
even other retailers.
The largest number of locations we have are in Santa Ana, where every kind of marijuana business
is allowed by the City. Every other city in Orange County banned every type of cannabis business
activity, with the exception of Costa Mesa, which only allows distribution and manufacturing. We
have made a point to cultivate relationships these local cannabis businesses, but there a very limited
number of them that are operational enough to meet our needs. Thus, to have the variety of product
options we want to have, we’ve had to look to Los Angeles County cultivators and manufacturers for
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much of our supply and gives us several pre-existing local relationships that we can capitalize on as
we move in to Pasadena.
Pasadena is allowing retailers, cultivators, and testing laboratories. Since we may be opening earlier
or at the same time as these operations, we must have a plan for the phase-in of locally-made
products. That plan includes the following steps:
1. At opening, sell products from the cannabis businesses we have an existing relationship with
in the Los Angeles County area, as well as our own.
2. Meet with Pasadena-based cultivators about selling their products in our store; if contracts
agreed to from all vendors, we will be selling raw product from all Pasadena cultivators.
3. Meet with distributors in as close proximity to Pasadena as possible. If we have an already
existing relationship with them or if they are newly established, we will push to have the
distributor use an approved Pasadena-based testing lab as much as possible.
4. Meet with manufacturers across Los Angeles County and discuss them integrating cannabis
grown in Pasadena-based cultivators in the product they manufacture. In the garnishing of
contracts with these manufacturers, the use of Pasadena-grown cannabis will be a deciding
factor us selling that manufacturers product.
5. As more and more cannabusinesses become operational, we will do more and more to assist
them get established through a symbiotic relationship: selling their product, pushing their
products to other businesses, and promoting their products more fervently to customers.
Outside of working with local cannabis businesses, there are a plethora of other non-cannabis
service and product providers in the surrounding area. We commit to utilizing these local businesses
for all the product and service needs we have for the best operation of our business. Service that
are a must for us are security and guard services, alarm installation and maintenance, delivery
vehicle maintenance and repair, renovation and construction, banking services, and consulting. A
plethora of options exist from businesses in Pasadena to meet each one of these needs, and we will
exhaust all Pasadena options before looking elsewhere. These will include local Staples and Office
Max, InterCon Security, United Firm Construction or Pasadena developers, and any number of
restaurants nearby our property location.
10 Spot commits to meeting its business needs from sources that exist in Pasadena from the outset
and expanding those sources to be as local as possible while the market and our needs evolve.
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Pages 64 - 66 Redacted

SUBSECTION C: Product Offerings
PRODUCT PROCUREMENT (25 POINTS)

Detail of procurement plan, such as due diligence performed prior to executing purchase contracts and
quality control of incoming products.

10 Spot has existing relationships with a plethora of diverse and high-quality cannabis product
suppliers. Existing as we do in cities across California and for multiple years, we have been able to
test and pilot products from hundreds of different vendors in a variety of markets. The experience
this gives us when it comes to a product offering is priceless; you cannot put a value on the years of
trial and error we have amassed to minnow down the best of the best products and vendors. Further,
we hold licenses and operate business in every aspect of the cannabis industry – cultivation,
manufacturing, distribution, and retail. The base of knowledge that our success in these varied
operations gives us unique insight into the quality of product that we will sell, and ensures we ask
the right questions to full assess that quality. Further, these operations enable us to product and
store our own product, which we have strict quality control mechanisms for.
We will discuss our process for vendor contract decision-making, our own efforts in quality control
throughout the product development stages, and our intended product offering.
As stated, we have years of experience making determinations about vendors, and continuously
reviewing our vendor partnerships to ensure they are performing at or above expectations.
Academically and throughout industry, this process is known as vendor evaluation or vendor
assessment, and three key points are to be kept in mind as the process gets underway.
1. Product understanding: Imperative to taking on new vendors and products, the details of
production, quality control, and the products themselves must be comprehended. For us,
specific questions will be asked of potential vendors new to our retail operation. After
verifying that the vendor is a licensed appropriately at the State and local level, we will
request documentation from cultivators, manufacturers, and distributors to provide
documentation related to their SOPs, sanitation, pesticide use, testing arrangements,
storage conditions, and security. If in reviewing these, the vendor and its product offering
appeal to use, we will meet with them to discuss how those products and their quality in
further detail.
2. Performance visibility: Performance visibility includes clearly defined and mutually agreed
upon measures of vendor and product success, and transparency in the metrics of
determining that success. Specifically, when meeting with vendors, we will discuss what
benchmarks should be met in terms of sales, product failures, product returns, overall
company performance, and specific product performance. In quality control terms, the
specific product performance review will be based on customer reviews, production
methods, historic product testing results, and customer complaints/returns. These reviews
will be conducted every six months.
3. Customer-base alignment: The basic question that customer-base alignment asks is “How
well are product offerings improving to meet market demand?” The most important and
accurate example of this is the overall market trend toward organic or natural products. This
trend has grown fiercely in the cannabis realm, and it is one facet of determining how
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reactive our suppliers are to what customers want. If our suppliers fail to evolve to provide
products in the higher quality ways that customers demand.
We have utilized these three principles and their resulting actions in all vendor assessments from
Day One of our first venture, and they have continued to serve us well. With these points addressed
in each and every discussion with vendors, and with understanding that we will continue to re-assess
our relationships, we can only then move on to judging the vendors and establishing a relationship
with them.
The second point addressed here – performance visibility – ties in greatly with our own quality
control measures, as we must establish quality control benchmarks and then have mechanisms in
place to measure them. Independent, across-the-board benchmarks should be hit by all vendors, as
well as individual, vendor- and product-specific benchmarks pre-established in vendor contracts.
These benchmarks serve as the backbone of our quality control measures when product is taken in.
The Business Plan section of this present application contains detailed and in-depth steps as to how
we review product when it accepted, including Track-and-Trace history review and visible product
inspections.
Again, as the years have gone on, we have dropped vendors whose products have not been at the
level of quality that we seek to sell and build our reputation upon. This brings us to providing a
sampling of the brands and products that we sell in our other locations, as those products have
satisfied our criteria for quality.
The offerings we intend to provide at our Pasadena location, if approved, will be based upon the
vetted products offered at our other locations. The following is a sampling of the products that will
be sold by us in Pasadena, though it is not comprehensive, and will most definitely expand as
cultivators move into Pasadena and manufacturers that use those Pasadena cultivators crop up in
surrounding cities.
-

-

-

Raw cannabis flower (indicas, sativas, and hybirds; different varietals/flavors)
o Flow Cana
o Korova
o NUG
o Fun Uncle
o Henry’s Original
o Devil’s Lettuce
o THC Design
o Dime Bag
o Rich Ninja
Concentrates (waxes, vape pens/cartridges, tinctures, and oils)
o Alpine Vapor
o Canna Hemp
o KingPen
o NUG
o Brite Labs
o CaliGreenGold
o VetCBD
Edibles
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-

-

o Big Pete’s Treats
o Canna Hemp
o CHILL
o Kanha Treats
o Korova
o NUG
o Kive Confections
Topicals
o Canna Hemp
o Papa and Barkley
o Apothecanna
o Living CBD
Pre-Rolls
o COAST
o NUG
o Devils Lettuce
o Lowell Farms

Additionally, we will sell gear and approved merchandise to meet the variety of consumption needs
for product. Clearly, the product offering outlined above encompasses every single available legal
option for customer to choose from, satisfying the spectrum of consumer needs. All customers will
be informed of the product’s details and effects at the time of purchase, as congruent with our
Customer Education plans.
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Points Available
Standard
Operating
Procedures
80
Financial Plan
Financial
Capitalization
Records
Software

50
30

10
Track-and-Trace
State Testing
Requirements
Employee
Training
Customer
Education
Marketing

10
10
20
20

20
Total

Points Deserved
The level of detail that is contained within the business operating procedures
should fully walk the City through how our business will operate and
demonstrates our compliance with all applicable State and local laws.
80
Our finances are relatively conservative and still demonstrate our profitability
within the second year of operation.
50
Our current financial situation demonstrates we can cover all our anticipated
construction costs and first six months operating costs
30
The Records Software we will use will full track all necessary information and
will be compatible with the State and local program.
10
We have demonstrated here extensively the full use of our Track-and-Trace
system to cover where and how it will be used.
10
Though our testing interaction is limited, we will take steps to ensure product
testing requirements are met and satisfied.
10
Employees will be trained in nearly all facets of the operation of the business,
the products, and security measures to cover all necessary information.
20
Customer Education efforts detailed here are quite comprehensive, including
everything from product effects to grow methods to proper storage.
20
Our marketing efforts are shown here to be extremely targeted and compliant.
20
250

Points Available
Community
Benefits

Points Deserved
Giving back to the community of Pasadena is very important and believe we
will be providing benefits to the community in areas where it needs it most:
environmental, educational, social, and in helping develop Pasadena’s youth.
250
250
Total
250

Points Available Points Deserved
Product
The quality of our product offering and the extent to which we value
Procurement
maintaining that quality is on full display here.
25
Total

SECTION TOTAL DESERVED
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SECTION 3: Neighborhood Compatibility and Enhancement

How the business will fit into the community and the extent to which proposed operation will
enhance the neighborhood.
EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT (40 Points)

Quality and detail of a contextual exterior design which reflects the best of the City's architectural traditions,
the use of quality materials and the level of investment that can be expected for the architecture, landscaping,
signage, lighting, entry experience, parking, etc. If an applicant anticipates locating in a specific
neighborhood in the City, a description and examples of how the business would enhance the exterior of the
building is encouraged.

As with most other cannabis businesses applying for licensure in Pasadena, no specific building or
property is currently under consideration for our retail operation. However, that is not to say that we
cannot layout the ways in which the design of that building will fit with the goals of the City of
Pasadena in its land use and development. In contemplating that overlap, every element must be
taken into account, including façade design, landscaping, lighting, atmosphere, parking, and signage.
City Design Goals
Among the more important pieces of the physical design of the operation is its consistency with the
contemporary and historical architectural theme of the community in which we end up being
situated. The City’s decision to not have designated Green Zones, and instead opt for specific distance
barriers that operations must meet. These include:
- Located in one of the following commercial and industrial zones: CO, CL, CG, CD, IG
- 600 ft. from residential zones
- 600 ft. from sensitive uses, including K-12 schools, libraries, parks, substance abuse centers,
etc.
- Not located within a mixed-use 3 development project containing a residential use
component
- 1,000 ft. from other cannabis retailers and cultivators, and 600 ft. from testing labs
We will abide by all requirements in the choosing of our retail location.
In addition to the legal purposes for the above requirements, such separation buffer zones fit in well
with the mission of moving the City of Pasadena’s Planning and Community Development goals from
abstraction to reality.
Though we lack the space to provide a full review of the design goals that the City has and how well
we intend to make our property and business work toward them, we do think it is important to discuss
some of the major goals that are most relevant to us and where we can be most effective in our
execution of meeting those goal objectives. These goals are pulled from the City’s Land Use Element
Packet, which we have reviewed and distilled thoroughly to get a sense of what is needed of us.
• Growth: Like any city, Pasadena face questions about how to grow its community
whilst retaining its best characteristics. 10 Spot believes that a cannabis business is
actually a beautiful way to answer this question. Pasadena has always been a city of
significant cultural, educational, and artistic contributions. As California and the
world at large take on more progressive attitudes, Pasadena’s traditions are already
reflective of those attitudes. Cannabusinesses are a natural evolution of the City’s
cultural character and provide an incredible opportunity for sustainable economic
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growth. 10 Spot, in particular, wants to celebrate those traditions in our business
practices, and in our internal and external design.
Land Use Mix: In this goal, Pasadena aims to approve a diverse array of projects to
meet the needs of all citizens, improving their community and providing stable
economic opportunities. While a cannabis business is most certainly limited to those
over 21, those that partake in cannabis use run the gamut of ages, educational
backgrounds, careers, and incomes. A cannabis business thereby meets the residents
needs and keeps business that would go in another city in Pasadena. The 10 Spot
difference is that we analyze the broader picture of city elements such as
neighborhood fit, design, and various ways of community giveback, and form a
business that works for everyone, even those not interested in cannabis.
Compatible Uses: 10 Spot, like all cannabis businesses, will be in specific commercial
and industrial zones, near other businesses that are retail in nature and exist to serve
more adult customers. The fulfillment of this goal is predicated on our ultimate
location, but in choosing that location the important decision-making factors for
fulfilling this goal will be kept in mind, such as the businesses that surround it, buffer
zone distances for sensitive uses, and relation to other cannabis and liquor
establishments.
Urban Form and a Sense of Place: 10 Spot is particularly excited about the ways that
it can integrate the artistic and cultural history of Pasadena into both the exterior and
interior of its business locations. With the rich history Pasadena possesses, and the
depths of appreciation for the humanities and arts that cannabis can conjure, the
possibilities are tantalizing. The Design Review our project will undergo will provide
a more space and more concrete measures of how everything from art to historical
architectural traditions to the natural environment will be integrated into our design,
so much of which will be determined by the building and community we locate in.
Historic Preservation: Pasadena goes to great lengths to preserve and restore its
historical cultural identity, as evidence by its inclusion in the land-use element and
the number of organizations tasked with achieving that goal. One of the larger
purposes in 10 Spot designing its building the way it intends to is in preserving the
historical architectural traditions of Pasadena. We share this goal with the City.
Arts and Culture: Pasadena has a lovely mix of different influences on its identity. 10
Spot believes that its presence will further enhance that identity into two ways:
incorporate art in its property to promote a unique urban landscape and provide
resources to local artist for their work and audience to grow.
Sustainability: Many issues intersect under the umbrella of sustainability. 10 Spot
addressed many of those in its Community Benefits Plan but would like to emphasize
its promotion neighborhood walkability to reduce environmental degradation and
encourage public interaction with urban spaces to make more a more activated and
engaged community.
Community Services and Participation: 10 Spot is committed to become one with the
Pasadena community in way that goes well beyond simple business existence. The
whole of our application is littered with the demonstrations of that commitment and
building up Pasadena even higher than it already is.
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Our premises will be fully ADA compliant, and the open sales floor area will have space for individuals
with disabilities to move about freely. Our product display tables will be low enough for wheelchairbound individuals to see with easy.
Our Location and Design Fit
The location factor that has the heaviest implications for our building design is the Zoning District.
The Commercial Zoning districts have their own character versus those of the Industrial District.
The largest areas for the location of a cannabusiness is in a Commercial District run along Walnut
Street, Hill Street, Green Street, and Washington Boulevard. The only Industrial Zoning District exists
on the corner of Casitas Avenue and Woodbury Road. Our approach is to discuss the current and
historic designs on these streets of these Zoning Districts, how those design match within those in
the surrounding overall city, and how we plan to match those designs in our own building façade
architecture.
The bands of stores and commercial properties that line the aforementioned streets in commercial
areas do not share a common architectural theme; however, there are some common elements
among them. Along stretches of street in the Commercial District, these common elements present
themselves as: 1) white, orange, and beige pastel coloring; 2) stucco exterior finishing; 3) large
rectangular windows that cover a decent portion of the storefront; 4) door, window, or decorative
archways; and 5) awnings. Besides these characteristics, there is not a great deal else that ties every
property in the Commercial Districts together. We can pull three of these most common features (the
pastel colorings, the stucco finish, and the archways) and note that these are all feature of the Spanish
Colonial style of architecture.
Naturally, the Spanish Colonial style has been a large part of the historical architectural context of
Pasadena. Several prominent buildings and landmarks share these features, whether it be all of them
in the Pasadena Police Station (coloring, material, archways) or just one in the Colorado Street Bridge
(archways).
Of the other remaining features common to buildings in the area (large storefront windows with
metal framing, and awnings), they are indicative of a little more contemporary theme in their design
elements. These design elements tend to be in newer buildings along the roads in the commercial
area and reflect a more “millennial” appeal – a demographic that, as stated prior, we intend to attract.
With all that being said, there are thus three variables to contend with as we map out our design:
- The Spanish Colonial architectural design features that has been a historic part of Pasadena
- The trendier contemporary design feature that appeal to an evolving demographic of
Pasadena
- The structure and physicality of building we acquire
Our ideal plan will be the incorporation of the two architectural styles where possible and in a way
that makes sense. We intend to accomplish this in multiple innovative ways so as to retain the
traditions of the City and appeal to our main demographic.
First of all, the material of the building exterior will be furnished out of stucco. This is a very important
feature of the retention of the Spanish Colonial style architecture, blends in with many of the
buildings in the area, covers a number of other unattractive exterior building materials, and is a high-
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quality cement plaster material. It boasts several benefits that make it an ideal exterior material for
our building, including its durability and attractiveness. Stucco exterior buildings are extremely
common in Pasadena in all the specified commercial areas.
Secondly, the implementation of archways as part of the exterior features of the property is
imperative in retaining some of Pasadena’s architectural heritage, assuming the building we move
into does not have them already. Principally, these features will manifest themselves as the framing
are the windows and the door.
The door framing itself will be likely be rectangular in shape, as this shape is more compatible with
security measures (locking mechanisms, re-enforcements, and visibility), and sets up an easier route
for us to add more outstanding accoutrements to the building exterior, such as a small, separated
arched window above the door; an evolving or changeable decorative touch; or signage. This all
depends on the building structure, its suitability, and its feasibility.
As the building exterior is redesigned as needed and as is allowed, we will incorporate large
rectangular windows that are topped with arches. These rectangular windows will be large enough
to incorporate square-forming framing within them. This design concept is relatively common and
presents a particularly nice melding of styles. Below is a photographic rendering this that we hope to
achieve, as well as an example of the design that currently exists in a commercial zone in Pasadena:

Window Design Rendering

In-use Example of Window Framing on Washington Blvd.

The windows will be evenly spaced apart for the length of our storefront. They will be made out of
security glass, which is protective against break-ins and is indistinguishable from regular glass, and
the dividing framing will be made from a precious metal such as aluminum or steel.
The exterior material and the arc features capture the defining features of the predominate
architectural theme in Pasadena: Spanish Colonial Style. While the majority of the growing
architectural trend of modernism in Pasadena will largely manifest in the interior layout design
(minimalism and open space emphasis), there are a few contemporary stylistic elements we will
incorporate into the exterior building façade. The largest of the windows that will line the storefront
is actually among those more modern elements, as is the metallic framing. The window shape will
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also be as square as possible, rather than rectangular, which is seen on the example above. This is
done with the intention of balancing the arched top with a more symmetrical base shape, since that
symmetry is a part of the modern styles. Additionally, no other flashy or gaudy features are planned
for the building exterior besides the arched framing, giving the façade a more minimalist vibe as a
modern style requires.
With these elements in mind, and the limitations we face without knowing the scale and scope of our
property, a certified and professional architect and professional design team will be hired to construct
exterior renderings to fit competing design concepts together in a way that is complementary to each
and to the neighborhood. Ideally, these consultants will be Pasadena based.
Quality materials will be used in the construction from local source as much as possible.
Additional Design Considerations
Landscaping/Natural Environment
Landscaping in Southern California comes with it’s own set of unique challenges. When it comes to
the exterior design of our facility, landscaping decision will be made to be those that fit best within
the theme we create. More than likely, given the information noted above, that actual landscape
flora will be from plants such as Mountain Mahogany, White Sands Claret Cup, and Mexican
Feathergrass. These plants were chosen for three reasons: they are largely drought-resistant and
grow in full sun; they are aesthetic supports for Southwestern designs, and; they provide some
measure of color versus the drier looking plants like agave or succulents.
As well, should the space allow for it, we will consider the plant of some palm trees to shade the
building and retain some of our sustainability efforts.
Signage
Signage will be crafted with some iteration of our logo and will be one of the more modern accents
to the exterior facility design. The design consultant hired for the exterior purposes will also be
utilized to create signage that flow with the exterior design.
Our logo does not depict cannabis in any way, and not signage will include it or any reference to it
either. All signage will be compliant for spacing, illumination, obstruction, and content depicted.
Our business license will be posted in the interior of the property prominently, as will all relevant
licenses.
Lighting
10 Spot sees many ways in which lighting can be used to enhance our property, even though we do
not have a location or property in mind. From a beautification standpoint, we would like to see green
colored lighting illuminate building spacing between windows. This lighting would make our building
stand out in a particularly trendy way whilst also very indirectly conveying our business. These lights
would be low-lumens producing and be equipped with solar arrays to power their functionality.
Examples like these can be seen below.
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From a functional and security perspective, lighting considerations are adequately addressed in our
Security Plan.
Art and Unique Fixtures
Art, like the lighting, represents an additional unique feature that our building interior and exterior
can used to bolster community identity, help us stand out as a business, and provide support to a
local artist.
With the window design in will be using, we will be able to display art from local artists on a revolving
basis. Not only does this add to a unique identity in the neighborhood we locate in, but it also allows
us to showcase the work of a local artist and pique people’s interest in that artist’s work and art in
general. Further, our building façade could serve as a canvas for public art projects that Pasadena as
a very clearly defined interest in promoting. We would love to work with the Arts and Culture
Commission – authors of Pasadena’s Public Art Master Plan – on what art and artists would work well
with our property.
Entry Experience
The same level of exuberance that will define our building exterior will also play a part in the
customer’s entry experience. Once the customer makes it passed security, the Lobby/Reception Area
will feature brighter colored flora placed at various points, including framing the interior entryway,
and the color green will be emphasized for the calming effect is known to have and its association
with our business. The Lobby will feature open seating that maximizes floor space and customer
movement. Additional, relevant art will line the walls of the Lobby. Combined, the overall effect is to
promote a sense of relaxation for the customer to offset any anxious feelings they have about the
cannabis retail experience and the security that comes with it.
Parking
Parking for all customers will be provided at a rate of 4 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building space.
If possible, and to keep the theme our exterior exudes intact, this parking will be located in the back
of the facility.
All of these elements act to create a unique vibe to our location that fits into the overall fabric of the
neighborhood while also pushing the parameters of how design concepts fit together. It will take
particular thought-out approach, but we are up to the challenge and achieve our goal in a professional
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an appealing way that considers all the urban landscape interests the neighborhood and the City
have.

DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION (50 POINTS)

Quality of fit within the city (integration into existing urban fabric and architectural landscape). If the
applicant anticipates locating in a specific neighborhood in the city, a description of how the business would
fit into that neighborhood is encouraged; however, this is not required.

The preceding section on Exterior Design Concepts fully captures 10 Spot’s intention of integrating
into the pre-existing fabric of the neighborhood we locate in and the broader city itself.

INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES (30 POINTS)

Quality and detail of applicant’s plan to integrate security enhancements into the physical design/concept,
so as not to be overly noticeable by customers or the public.

10 Spot’s Section 4: Security Plan fully captures the integration of security concepts in the overall
design of our building and will only become expand and deepen as our location and building is chosen
and rendered.

AIR QUALITY CONTROL PLAN (50 POINTS)

Quality of ventilation and air purification system, including demonstrated effectiveness (may include
examples of where a similar system has worked effectively).
Odor control is a major issue that cuts across every cannabis business and every city that allows such
businesses to exist. Residents and businesses in cities that allow cannabis businesses are annoyed by
the potent and sometimes unpleasant odors that large quantities of cannabis can create, and cities
most definitely want to regulate the emission of these aromas to pre-emptively prevent the public
nuisances. Pasadena is no different and we want to completely avoid even a whiff of a potential public
nuisance at our operation.
While retailers do not face odor control problems as extensively as cultivation sites, manufacturers,
and distribution facilities might, we still must account for the odor that will naturally occur at any
facility that houses cannabis or cannabis products.
Industry Best Practices
There a number of options that exist for the containment of odors in the cannabis industry and are
continuously evolving with newer and more effective technologies. Different strategies have been
used from buffer zone creation to odor-masking to advanced filtration. We believe the best approach
is a combination of some of these strategies, with focal point being a carbon filtration system.
First and foremost, legally, our building will exist in a zone that is has an automatic 600-foot buffer
zone from entities that may be most bothered by cannabis malodors (schools, daycares, parks, etc.),
thereby preventing any possible residual odors from totally dissipating by the time they would reach
those most likely be nuisance by them. Not only is this an industry best practice, it is a legal
requirement that we meet; we are located in a zone that provides for specific industrial practice that
could cause odors.
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Secondly, there are physical structural odor containment methods that can be implemented to
prevent the seepage of odor not caught by the ventilation system. This means the placing of all rooms
that contain cannabis as far from entry and exit ways and windows as possible. In looking at our Site
Plans.
Lastly, and most importantly, is the ventilation system. In scouring the available options for a
ventilation system, a carbon filtration intake and outtake exhaust system is the best overall option.
Indeed, the City of Denver, the Capital of Colorado, the first state to legalize recreational marijuana,
has said that a carbon-based filtration system “the current best control technology for marijuana
cultivation and marijuana infused product facilities.” Given that we are not an odor-intensive
business, like cultivation or manufacturing, it is a guarantee that all odor produced by the cannabis
we have onsite will be mitigated through a carbon filtration intake/outtake system. This is also one of
the most utilized system across the cannabis industry, and what would largely be considered the
standard among industry and civic leaders alike.
Ventilation System Specifics
A carbon filtration intake exhaust system is incredibly effective at odor neutralization and control.
Though we do not yet have specific brand/unit name in mind for the system we will use, we will
most definitely be using this type of system.
There are two ways that a carbon filtration system work: one that purifies the air as it is taken into
the filtration system and one that purifies the air as it is pushed out of the filtration. While there are
marginal difference in the effectiveness of these two methods, we are going to use an exhaust filter.
Carbon filters work by pulling air over a bed of activated carbon, which cleans, or 'scrubs' the air free
of odors before releasing it externally. As this process takes place, odors are removed from the air.
Equipping our retail and storage space multiple vents and multiple carbon filters, the air that later
gets exhausted will not have a troublesome smell that could potentially create a public nuisance via
malodors.
Many carbon filters also come equipped with pre-filters. They are important because they remove
particles like dust before the air enters the carbon filter. These pre-filter sleeves prolong the life of
the carbon filter and the inline fan and other equipment, keeping equipment in durable and effective
for longer. These pre-filters are also among the reasons that an exhaust system was chosen, as we
can pre-filter the particles in the air before they get to the carbon filters themselves. Additionally, the
fans that take in the air, while not making a lot of noise, would enable us to contain that noise inside,
further decreasing our potential for public nuisance development.
Another benefit of placing the carbon filter outside the buildings is that all ventilation points lead to
and pass through it. We are able to place a vent in every single room that takes in the air and moves
it out through to the carbon filter rather than having a carbon filter placed in every room.
Additionally, to work in conjunction with the filtration system, we will also install an air system that
creates negative air pressure between the commercia cannabis business's interior and exterior. These
systems further prevent odors generated inside the commercial cannabis business from being
detectable on the outside of the commercial cannabis business. This will force the air in rooms like
Storage and Sales out through the vent systems that contain the carbon filters.
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Our HVAC/carbon filter plan for odor control, coupled with the below mentioned odor control
designs, essentially creates a sealed environment in the building and eliminates odor concerns.
Odor Containment
Besides having an advanced ventilation system that cleanses the air where the bulk of the cannabis
will be, which will capture almost all of the cannabis odors, we must consider methods to minimize
odor seepage.
In the design and layout of our building, the minimization of odor seepage was undoubtedly a factor.
The rooms containing the most cannabis product are deeper inside the building and have multiple
doors for access. The Retail Sales Room entry door is located as far as it possible can be in the
Reception/Lobby from the Public Entrance door, which is further insulated from seepage via the
Mantrap. This creates both physical and distance barriers for odors to escape.
As well, the Storage Area/Vault is separated via further distance and even more doors. The Admin
area, hallway and the three doors in-between make odor seepage to the Public Entrance virtually
impossible. As an additional step, the Vendor Entrance is not a direct entrance from outside to the
Storage Area/Vault. Rather, more distance is created by having Vendor Entrance come into a
Mantrap, have the Mantrap lead to a Hallway before leading to the Storage Area/Vault. Thus, three
doors and distance create a significant barrier from odor escaping outdoors.
Our building was designed to keep potentially noxious odors that somehow fail to enter the HVAC
filtration system from escaping and containing them as deep within the building as possible. We
believe our that design will be extremely effective.
Additional Requirements
All records pertaining to our HVAC system, odor control, odor containment, and complaints and
remedial action will be made available to the City and the State with haste and without hesitation.
A 24-hour contact person will be designated to handle public nuisance complaints, including odors,
and will keep detailed records of complaints. The nature of these complaints will be review by all
responsible business parties, and they will work with whatever entities they need to in order to
properly and sufficiently resolve these complaints in an appropriate timeframe. Any and all records
of resultant remedial actions will be maintained and made available to the City. This includes actions
necessitated by public complaints, inspection violations, and system failures/malfunctions.

Points Available
EXTERIOR DESIGN
CONCEPT

Points Deserved
Our plan is to be as architecturally and aesthetically ingrained in the
neighborhood and city as possible in our design concept.

40
40
DESIGN INTEGRATION
The ultimate façade of our location will reflect that of the neighborhood.
50
30
SECURITY INTEGRATION Security measure are blended into the design to no be overly overt.
30
30
AIR QUALITY
Our Air Control System and containment practices will minimize odors.
50
50
Total
150
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